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ABSTRACT 

The aim of this article is to demonstrate the kinematical synthesis of some mechanisms applied in 
agricultural machineries. The applied method based on the use of natural coordinates for this reason 
the method is simple and efficient. 

The mechanical system is described by a set of geometric constraints. The design requirements are 
handled by a set of functional constraints. By the aid of objective function it can be obtained the 
values of design parameters of the mechanism. 

Finally two characteristically examples are presented that illustrate the application of the method. 
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INTRODUCTION 
From the mid 1960s and early 1970s many programs for simulation of multibody systems 
were developed. These programs are not suitable directly for design because they were 
developed for kinematical and/or dynamical analysis of different planar and spatial 
mechanisms. During the investigation the engineer can study only the behavior of the 
mechanism. Before the investigation all geometrical and inertial characteristics of the 
multibody system should be defined. 

Typical task for engineers is to design a new construction which fulfils certain requirements. 
From kinematical point of view in such cases the most important problem is to plan the main 
dimensions (design parameters) of the construction. 

For this reason new design tools should be developed which can help the engineer during the 
design process. 

There are some multibody simulation packages involved parametrical design modules for 
kinematical synthesis which are available for engineers. The efficiency of these program 
packages depends mainly on the experience of the engineer. 

In the agricultural mechanical engineering enormous different type of mechanisms are 
applied. About 90 % of them can be approached as planar mechanism. The four-bar and the 
slider-crank mechanisms are the most frequently applied in agricultural machineries. 

Kinematical synthesis of planar and spatial mechanisms and different optimization methods 
lead directly to a design that fulfils all expected requirements or at least is the optimum one 
considering some desired conditions. Generally the problems of kinematical synthesis are 
treated geometrically by the methods applied in this field. The tasks are the optimization of 
mechanisms from different point of views. The expected conditions can be complied by 
modifying of certain geometrical parameters such as lengths of the rigid bodies, position of 
no moveable kinematical joints, angles between axes of different joints, and so on. 

Some program packages for optimal synthesis have been developed in recent decade. These 
are applied to many different types of planar and spatial mechanisms. Generally these 
programs are based on different types of numerical methods for optimization seeking the 
optimal solution with a minimum level of objective function. 

In this paper to describe the mechanism natural coordinates will be used. As you will see the 
using of natural coordinates leads to a simple system of constraint equations. Therefore the 
applied method is also simple and efficient. 

ABOUT THE KINEMATICAL SYNTHESIS 
The kinematical synthesis of multibody systems is basically geometrical problem. About it 
much has been written by well-known authors [1-3] moreover many methods were 
developed. In the focus of the majority of this methods were the planar four-bar mechanism. 
Using these methods the results can be reached mainly on graphical way. Graphical methods 
in this field are limited to simple and planar mechanisms. 

The problems of kinematical synthesis can be separated in three groups: 
 function generation synthesis; 
 path generation synthesis; 
 rigid body guidance synthesis. 

The first group is based on transmission functions. The aim of the function generation 
synthesis is to find (expected) output angles on the driven part that are as close as possible to 
the desired position in function of the input angle on the driving part. 
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In this paper the problem of path generation synthesis will be presented. This is a design of a 
planar four-bar mechanism. There is a specific point on the coupler which draws a trajectory 
that passes through a series of expected (predefined) points or at least goes as close to them 
as possible. 

Rigid body guidance synthesis: in this case the aim is to create a four-bar mechanism in 
which a certain specific reference frame connected to the coupler passes through or goes as 
close as possible to a series of expected (predefined) positions. 

THE NATURAL COORDINATES 
The attribute “natural” means: coordinates which describe the mechanical system on the basis 
of the characteristics of the different types of kinematical joints. According to the opinion of 
Garcia de Jalon [4, 5] the natural coordinates lead to the simplest numerical treating of spatial 
mechanical systems because the geometrical definition of the mechanisms and the 
interpretation of the computed results are relative simple. 

The creation of constraint equations is also simple because they are line or quadratic 
equations usually without trigonometrical expressions. 

Using natural coordinates the position of a rigid body can be determined by the position of 
two or more points connecting to the body and the components of unit vector connecting to 
two or more bodies. 

Since the points and unit vectors can be placed in the kinematical joints they can be divided 
along the kinematical chain. In this way the number of the coordinates of the mechanisms 
reduces and for this reason the number of the unknown variables in the equation system 
reduces as well. It follows of this that in such cases less mathematical operations are 
necessary during the design process. 

Unda et al. have made a comparison between the using of natural coordinates and reference 
point coordinates [6]. The position of a rigid body can be determined by three coordinates of 
one point and three Euler-angles which are the reference point coordinates [7, 8]. 

Their investigation proved the above mentioned things. Applying natural coordinates 
 the number of coordinates of the mechanism reduces; 
 simpler constraint equations can be created; 
 and the computation is quicker. 

On the basis of above mentioned the applying of the natural coordinates can be proposed. 

DESIGN STEPS 
The applied method is an improved version of the method presented by Jiménez et al. [9]. 
Although this method will be demonstrated by path generation problems of four-bar and 
slider-crank examples, it may be easily applicable to other planar and spatial movable structures. 

The following steps have to be taken into consideration in order to find the optimum solution 
for the investigated mechanism: 
 choose the topology of the structure. As a result of this step the engineer should know the 

number of rigid bodies with their topological description moreover the types of the 
kinematical joints, 

 determine the design parameters. They can be in general geometrical dimensions of the 
bodies, angles between axes of different kinematical joints, and so on, 

 define the design requirements, 
 create the geometrical and the functional constraint equations, and 
 define and minimize the objective function. 
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Fig 1. Sketch of the four-bar mechanism. 

GEOMETRICAL AND FUNCTIONAL CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS 

As an example let us consider the four-bar mechanism in Figure 1. Points A and B cannot be 
moved. The design parameters applying the markers in Figure 1 are the elements of the 
following vector: 

 ],,,,[ 332121 ccBA yxdddTb . (1) 

The vector of dependent coordinates: 

 ],,,,,[ 332211 yxyxyxTq  (2) 

The geometrical constraint equations: 
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The functional constraint equations are created on the basis of specific requirements which 
should be complied. Point 3 on the coupler which draws a trajectory that passes through a 
series of predefined points or at least goes as close to them as possible. The set of design 
points (P1, P2, …, PN). 

Every single design point corresponds to different values of the elements of vector q, for this 
reason vectors q1, q2, ..., qN are different. For the i-th position of point 3: 
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The constraint equations can be expressed in vector form in the following way: 
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 0bq,Φ ) (  (10) 

As it can be seen in consequence of using of natural coordinates the constraint equations are 
really simple. 

All constraint equations (geometrical and functional) for the i-th design point can be written as 

 0b,qΦ )( ii  (11) 

THE OBJECTIVE FUNCTION 

At this section of the paper the objective function should be introduced. If the number of design 
points is less than 6, point 3 on the coupler of the four-bar mechanism can go exactly through 
the design points Pi. In other cases the design parameters have to be computed by minimizing 
of the objective function. Since there is no exact solution for similar problems, for the optimal 
solution in the least square sense can be chosen. An objective function can be defined as 
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The kinematical synthesis problem consists in minimizing the objective function Ψ with respect 
to vectors q and b. 

EXAMPLE 1 
A four-bar mechanism can be seen in Figure 1. Point 3 on the coupler should go through 5 
predefined points. Their coordinates and coordinates of points A and B are given in Table 1. 
Design parameters (elements of vector b) have to be computed. 

Table 1. Coordinates of the predefined points A and B. 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 A B 

x, mm 50 55 70 90 105 0 120

y, mm 90 100 115 110 95 0 0 

The constraint equations for point Pi: 
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for i = 1, 2, …, 5. The number of constraint equations and unknowns is 35. With 5 design 
points, it is possible to construct a mechanism which exactly satisfies the requirements 
(functional constraints). Using the Solver in program MS EXCEL 7.0 results as shown in 
Table 2 can be obtained. 
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Table 2. Computed design parameters. 

d1A d12 d2B x3c y3c 

91,57 31,63 59,05 -13,20 48,99 

EXAMPLE 2 
A slider-crank mechanism can be seen in Figure 2. Point 3 on the coupler should go through 
5 predefined points. Their coordinates and coordinates are given in Table 3. Design 
parameters (elements of vector b) have to be computed. 

 
Fig 2. Sketch of the slider-crank mechanism. 

Table 3. Coordinates of the predefined points. 

 P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 

x, mm 81 162 192 162 86 

y, mm 213 212 181 135 100 

In this example xA=0 and yA design parameter. The design parameters applying the markers in 
Figure 2 are the elements of the following vector: 

 ],,,,[ 33121 ccAA yxddyTb  (20) 

The vector of dependent coordinates: 

 ],,,,,[ 332211 yxyxyxTq  (21) 

The constraint equations for point Pi: 
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for i = 1, 2, …, 5. The number of constraint equations and unknowns in this example also is 
35. The obtained values of the design parameters can be seen in Table 4. 

Table 4. Computed design parameters. 
yA d1A d12 x3c y3c 

70,64 92,08 286,30 69,21 114,04

CONCLUSIONS 
A simple and general method for kinematical synthesis of planar mechanisms was 
demonstrated in this paper. The method is based on the use of natural coordinates for this 
reason the structure of the constraint equations is simple. The method is suitable for design of 
spatial multibody systems as well. According to my experience the most difficult part of the 
proposed method is the choice of the topology of the multibody system. If sometimes 
impossible to compute the design parameters one should choose another topology in order to 
find the proper solution [10]. 

In the agricultural mechanical engineering enormous mechanisms are applied. About 90 % of 
them can be treated as planar mechanism. The four-bar and the slider-crank mechanisms are 
the most frequently applied in agricultural machineries. The application of the proposed 
method has been demonstrated by solving two examples. 
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SINTEZA MEHANIZAMA NA TEMELJU 
PRIRODNIH KOORDINATA 

I. Biró
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SAŽETAK 
Cilj ovog rada je demonstracija kinematske sinteze nekih mehanizama koji se primjenjuju u poljoprivrednim 
strojevima. Primijenjena metoda temelji se na uporabi prirodnih koordinata i to je razlog njene jednostavnosti i 
učinkovitosti. 

Mehanički sustavi opisani su skupom geometrijskih uvjeta. Zahtjevi dizajna oblikovani su u skup funkcionalnih 
uvjeta.  Pomoću funkcije cilja mogu se dobiti iznosi parametara dizajna razmatranih mehanizama. 

Naposljetku, dva karakteristična primjera ilustriraju primjenu ove metode. 

KLJUČNE RIJEČI 
parametri dizajna, kinematska sinteza, mehanizmi, prirodne koordinate, optimiranje 


